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Abstract—Providing integrated access to multiple, distributed, heterogeneous databases and other information sources has become

one of the leading issues in database research and the industry. One of the most effective approaches is to extract and integrate

information of interest from each source in advance and store them in a centralized repository (known as a data warehouse). When a

query is posed, it is evaluated directly at the warehouse without accessing the original information sources. One of the techniques that

this approach uses to improve the efficiency of query processing is materialized view(s). Essentially, materialized views are used for

data warehouses, and various methods for relational databases have been developed. In this paper, we will first discuss an object

deputy approach to realize materialized object views for data warehouses which can also incorporate object-oriented databases. A

framework has been developed using Smalltalk to prepare data for data warehousing, in which an object deputy model and database

connecting tools have been implemented. The object deputy model can provide an easy-to-use way to resolve inconsistency and

conflicts while preparing data for data warehousing, as evidenced by our empirical study.

Index Terms—Data preparation, data warehousing, data fusion/integration, object deputy model, conflict resolution, duplicate

handling.
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1 INTRODUCTION

THE ability to act quickly and decisively in today’s
increasingly competitive marketplace is critical to the

success of many organizations. The volume of information
that is available to corporations is rapidly increasing and
frequently overwhelming. Those organizations that effec-
tively and efficiently manage this vast amount of data and
use this information to make business decisions realize a
significant competitive advantage in the marketplace. Data
analysis, reporting, and query tools help business workers
sift through tomes of data to extract valuable information
from it. Software and hardware systems that support such
“Business Intelligence” (BI) applications are often known as
Decision Support Systems (DSS).

Research surveys predict an explosion in implementa-
tion and sales for the business intelligence/data ware-
housing (BI/DW) industry. According to IDC’s study [16],
the market for packaged data marts/warehouses was
$112:6 million in 1999, while it is expected to grow at a
compound annual growth rate (CAGR) of 43:1 percent to
reach $674:5 million by the end of 2004. In a white paper by
Knightsbridge [20], it quotes META Group as saying that
“all enterprises are anticipating exponential data warehouse
growth, with average raw data exceeding one terabyte in

2003/04 and three terabytes in 2005/06.” Another report by
Survey.com [28], based on surveying hundreds of organiza-
tions, concludes that the overall worldwide investment in
data warehousing and business intelligence will exceed
$150 billion by 2005. Over the years, BI/DW has evolved in
industries like retail (customer profiling, inventory manage-
ment, trend forecasting), financial services (risk analysis,
fraud detection), and manufacturing (order shipment,
customer support) to new areas in clinical analysis,
governmental surveys, and others. Decision Support Sys-
tems in these domains clearly exhaust traditional manual
methods of data analysis such as spreadsheets and ad hoc
queries. This motivates the need for a new breed of
DSS—Data Warehousing and Online Analytic Processing,
recent initiatives which have resulted in many successful,
high-return applications of information technology.

1.1 Problem Overview

The issues to be dealt with while designing any data
warehouse solution can, in a way, be thought of as an
extension of database design issues (distributed database or
multidatabase systems). While the output specifications of a
DW are similar, as far as integrating schema and maintain-
ing semantic heterogeneity are concerned and, in some
cases, as far as developing views go, there are certain key
issues unique to each environment.

The work presented in this paper highlights some issues
related to data preparation for data integration in a
distributed data warehouse environment. The framework
of our research, as illustrated in Fig. 1, is called FOODMAW
(standing for “Framework of Object Oriented Data Mining
And Warehousing”) which is a modified version of [17].
Here, the wrappers convert data from each source into a
common model and also provide a common query
language [7], [10]. The knowledge base is used to store
information such as correspondence between local database
schemas and conflict resolution for any mismatched
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structures of local database schemas. These components are
common in many integration projects [22], [7], [3], [21], [19].
However, the focus of our project is on the following two
components:

. Shared materialized view set (member databases): These
are derived databases through what we call “mirror-
ing process” [17], the purpose of which is to convert
the local heterogeneous databases into a set of
homogeneous databases which can be efficiently
managed by a single robust database management
system.

. Multiple integrated (virtual) views: Based on the
shared materialized view set, integrated (virtual)
views are defined for efficient support of different
global and decision support applications on a data
warehouse.

Essentially, materialized views are used for data ware-
houses and various methods for relational databases have
been developed. In this paper, we will first discuss a
method to realize materialized views for object-oriented
databases (OODB) using deputy objects [24]. Since materi-
alized views require the generation of duplicate data, we
will address the issue of duplication handling by utilizing
inheritance property of object-oriented databases.

While it is arguable whether the object-oriented (OO)
approach is more practical (at least not proven by the
current market yet) in handling traditional data warehouse
applications which involve tera or petabytes of data, we do
see emerging applications whose more complex data and
(new) query types can benefit from adopting the
OO paradigm [1], [29]. Particularly, in addition to being
an interesting academic exercise, a data warehouse adopting

the OO model can be more expressive and efficient than the
relational or multidimensional models in accommodating
“multifact” and “ad hoc” cube queries and such semantic
cubes’ derivation and mining [12], [13]. In this paper, we
describe our work of developing such an OO data ware-
housing system by focusing on the data preparation phase
and investigate some of the basic issues including object
identification and fusion (for data objects coming from
relational as well as nonrelational databases such as OODB
or object-relational ones), as well as inconsistency and
conflict resolution; other issues involved in maintaining and
handling such an OO data warehousing system as well as
efficient (cube) query processing, etc., are outside the scope
of this special issue, hence, they are not included in this
paper.

1.2 Paper Contributions and Organization

The main contributions of our paper include the following:

1. We provide an object framework for data ware-
housing including complex information not only
from relational databases but also from object-
oriented or object relational databases.

2. We give a methodology to resolve inconsistency and
conflicts based on an object deputy model which is
flexible enough for data fusion/integration com-
pared with traditional relational or object-oriented
data models.

3. We develop the framework by using Smalltalk as the
data integration environment in which the object
deputy model has been implemented and various
database connecting tools are provided.
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4. An application case is provided to illustrate the
effectiveness of our framework for data integration
and, furthermore, data analysis.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows:
Section 2 reviews the background of our research, including
works on object-based data preparation in distributed
databases, object-oriented data warehousing, and object
deputymodel. In Section 3 and Section 4, we study the issues
of data fusion/integration in FOODMAW, particularly the
issues of data extraction, conflict resolution, and duplication
handling. Section 5 describes an experimental prototype of
FOODMAW, in terms of its implementation in Smalltalk and
associated facilities such as the database connecting tools and
data analysis functionalities. Finally, we conclude the
presentation of our work by summarizing the results and
suggesting some ideas for future work in Section 6.

2 BACKGROUND OF RESEARCH

In this section, we review some works that are closely
relevant to this study.

2.1 Object-Based Data Preparation

A lot of research efforts have been made to integrate
heterogenous information sources in a distributed environ-
ment. The object-oriented approach is thought of as a good
solution to the problem of the heterogeneous system
interoperability because the object-oriented model is se-
mantically rich and can define complex mapping even for
information sources without database schema [5], [6], [9],
[18], [19], where methods can be used to resolve various
syntactic and semantic conflicts. However, the traditional
object-oriented data model has two serious problems. First,
it can only provide subclass constructor and support
inheritance from superclass to subclass. Data integration
needs not only specialization but also aggregation and
generalization. Aggregation can be used to integrate
component objects distributed in different databases [11].
The attributes and methods of the component objects are
inherited by the complex object in the global schema. The
generalization can be used to integrate specific objects into
general ones. Thus, the object-oriented model should be
extended with superclass constructor and can define
inheritance from a subclass to a superclass and from the
component objects to the complex object. Second, the view
mechanism is very difficult to be implemented. In order to
integrate databases, their schemas should be dynamically
defined and modified. The view mechanism plays an
important role in restructuring the schema resulting from
the merging of component schemas. Although many view
mechanisms [2], [4], [14], [18], [26] were published, to our
knowledge, almost no commercial object-oriented data-
bases provide true view supports. We know that the
flexibility of relational databases is due to their data
independence that enables data to be divided and com-
bined very easily. Similarly, a flexible object-oriented
database should also allow objects to be restructured.
Without this feature, view mechanisms are difficult to
incorporate into object-oriented databases.

2.2 Object-Oriented Data Warehousing

Data warehouse systems equip users with effective decision
support tools by integrating enterprise-wide corporate data
into a single repository from which business end-users can
run reports and perform ad hoc data analysis [8]. In recent

years, there has been considerable interest in tapping object
systems for handling multidimensionality in OnLine
Analytical Processing (OLAP) data. While relational OLAP
(ROLAP) and multidimensional OLAP (MOLAP) systems
are used successfully in data warehouses and can be
tailored for specific applications, each system has its
inherent pros and cons [30]. Current forage into object
systems has partly been motivated by modeling issues
(ROLAP) and scalability, sparse data (MOLAP) [31], and
partly by the natural modeling ability of object systems to
handle complex structures and relationships present in real-
world applications. In [13], object cubes are proposed by
utilizing semantic links between concept hierarchies in
object cubes, so as to study generalization-based data
mining in object-oriented databases. Abello et al. [1] also
motivate object-oriented treatment of complex dimensions
due to issues in aggregation levels, reference fan-outs, and
interdimensional relationships. Trujillo et al. [29] utilize
relationship semantics and constraints to conceptually
model data warehouses in object and object-relational
systems. Extensions to UML are used to model structural
and dynamic (user queries, OLAP operations) levels. A
logical federated model is advocated by [23], letting object
systems handle complex relationships, while the OLAP
system handles aggregate queries. They also provide an
integrated OLAP query mechanism to access and return
combinations of object and OLAP data, keeping the
physical implementation separate. In the context of an
object-relational data warehouse (ORDW) environment,
[12] proposes an iterative logical and physical ORDW
design mechanism. They also optimize the view/cube
selection process by using horizontal partitioning techni-
ques based on query and structural semantics.

As in the traditional data warehouses, the mechanism of
materialized views is also applicable to object-oriented data
warehouses. In [15], [32], the authors point out that the hybrid
integrated views, i.e., the combination of fully materialized
and virtual views, are beneficial, and [15] presents a frame-
work for data integration using the materialized and virtual
view approaches, while [32] provides an algorithm for
selecting (sub)views to be materialized. In this paper, we
will advocate an object deputy approach, which can actually
facilitate such a hybrid approach. The basic idea is to 1) select
the objects of interest from information sources, 2) create their
materialized deputy objects to avoid communication delays,
and 3) form an integrated and application-specific view by
properly selecting a combination of computed and materi-
alized deputy objects, considering the trade-off problems
between view maintenance cost and computation overhead.

2.3 Object Deputy Mechanism

The concept of deputy objects was at first introduced by the
authors for the unified realization of object views, roles, and
migration [24]. In order to illustrate that it is also useful for
database integration, we will review its definition.

The object-oriented data model represents real-world
entities in term of objects. Objects are identified by
system-defined identifiers which are independent of ob-
jects’ states. An object has attributes which represent
properties of a corresponding real-world entity. The state
of an object is represented by its attribute values, which are
read and written by basic methods. In addition, there are
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general methods that represent the behavior of objects.
Objects having the same attributes and methods are
clustered into classes, which make it possible to avoid
specification and storage of redundant information. A
formal definition of objects and classes is given as follows:

Definition 1. Each object has an identifier, some attributes, and
methods. The schema of objects with the same attributes and
methods is defined by a class which consists of a name, an
extent, and a type. The extent of a class is a set of objects
belonging to it, called its instances. The type of a class is
definitions of its attributes and methods. A class named as C is
represented as

C ¼ hfog; fTa : ag; fm : fTp : pggi:

. fog is the extent of C, where o is one of the
instances of C.

. fTa : ag is the set of attribute definitions of C, where a
and Ta represent the name and type of an attribute,
respectively. The value of attribute a of object o is
expressed by o:a. For each attribute Ta : a, there are
two basic methods: readðo; aÞ for reading o:a and
writeðo; a; vÞ for writing o:a with the new value v,
expressed as follows:

readðo; aÞ ) " o:a; writeðo; a; vÞ ) o:a :¼ v:

Here, ) , " , and :¼ stand for operation invoking,
result returning, and assignment, respectively.

. fm : fTp : pgg is the set of method definitions of C,
where m and fTp : pg are method name and a set of
parameters and p and Tp represent parameter name
and type, respectively. Applying method m to object o
with parameters fpg is expressed as follows:

applyðo;m; fpgÞ:

Deputy objects are defined as an extension and custo-
mization of objects. An object can have many deputy objects
that are used to customize the object for different applica-
tions or represent its many faceted nature. The schemas of
deputy objects are defined by deputy classes that are
derived by creating deputy objects as their instances,
generating switching operations for inheritance of attributes
and methods and adding definitions for their additional
attributes and methods. A formal definition of deputy
objects and deputy classes is given as follows:

Definition 2. A deputy object is generated from object(s) or other
deputy object(s). The latter is called source object(s) of the
former. A deputy object can inherit some attributes/methods
from its source object(s). The schema of deputy objects with the
same properties is defined by a deputy class, which includes a
name, extent, and type. Deputy classes are derived from classes
of source objects, called source classes. In general, let Cs ¼
hfosg; fTas : a

sg; fms : fTps : p
sggi be a source class. Its

deputy class Cd is defined as

Cd ¼hfod j ðod ! osÞ _ ðod ! . . .� os � . . .Þ _ ðod ! fosgÞ;
spðosÞ _ cpð . . .� os � . . .Þ _ gpðfosgÞ ¼¼ trueg;
fTad : a

dg [ fTadþ
: adþg; fmd : fTpd : p

dgg[
fmd

þ : fTpdþ
: pdþggi;

where

1.

fod j ðod ! osÞ _ ðod ! . . .� os � . . .Þ _ ðod ! fosgÞ;
spðosÞ _ cpð . . .� os � . . .Þ _ gpðfosgÞ ¼¼ trueg

is the extent of Cd, where ðod ! osÞ _ ðod !
. . .� os � . . .Þ _ ðod ! fosgÞ denotes that od is

the deputy object of a certain source object os, or

some combined source objects represented using

. . .� os � . . . , or a set of source objects represented

using fosg; and, sp, cp, and gp represent selection,

combination, and grouping predicate, respectively.
2. fTad : a

dg [ fTadþ
: adþg is the set of attribute defini-

tions of Cd, where

. fTad : a
dg is the set of the attributes inherited

from fTas : a
sg of Cs, of which switching

operations are defined as

readðod; adÞ )" fTas 7!T
ad
ðreadðos; asÞÞ;

writeðod; ad; vdÞ ) writeðos; as; fTad 7!Tas
ðvdÞÞ:

Here, function fT 7!T 0 converts the value of one

type T to the value of another type T 0.
. fTadþ

: adþg is the set of the additional attributes of

Cd, of which basic methods are defined as

readðod; adþÞ )" od:adþ;

writeðod; adþ; vdþÞ ) od:adþ :¼ vdþ:

3. fmd : fTpd : p
dgg [ fmd

þ : fTpdþ
: pdþgg is the set of

method definitions of Cd; where

. fmd : fTpd : p
dgg is the set of the methods

inherited from fms : fTps : p
sgg of Cs, which

are applied through switching operations as

applyðod;md; fpdgÞ )"
applyðos;ms; ffTpd 7!Tps

ðpdÞgÞ:

. fmd
þ : fTpdþ

: pdþgg is the set of the additional
methods of Cd, which are applied as

applyðod;md
þ; fpdþgÞ:

According to the above definition, deputy objects have

persistent identifiers but their attribute values inherited

from source objects are still computed through switching

operations that need to communicate with the underlying

information sources. In order to improve performance,

queries are required to be evaluated locally since informa-

tion sources may be remote or unavailable for some time.

For this reason, we extend deputy mechanisms to allow

deputy objects to materialize their inherited attribute

values. The definitions of basic methods for the inherited

attribute of which value is materialized are changed as

follows:
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readðod; adÞ )" od:ad;

writeðod; ad; vdÞ ) od:ad :¼ vd^
writeðos; as; fT

ad
7!Tas

ðvdÞÞ;
updateðod; adÞ ) od:ad :¼ fTas 7!Tad

ðreadðos; asÞÞ:

That is, the inherited attribute values are precomputed
and can be directly read from the deputy object. Thus,
queries on the integrated views need not interfere with
objects at remote sources. The update of the inherited
attribute value of a deputy object needs to be reflected in its
source object(s). Therefore, the writing method is first to
update the precomputed value and then propagate the
change into the original one through the switching
operation. On the other hand, the update of the original
attribute value requires recomputing the inherited attribute
value of the deputy object. This operation is realized by
introducing another basic method for each inherited
attribute. The basic update method updates the inherited
attribute value according to its dependence relationship
defined by the switching operation. It is triggered when the
original attribute value is updated.

3 DATA EXTRACTION IN FOODMAW

In FOODMAW, we first build object-oriented interfaces
(viz., wrappers) on top of nonobject-oriented information
sources (see Fig. 1). Such an interface consists of a set of
classes, each of which defines the properties and messages
for a set of objects. Each definitional property has a name
followed by its domain. The domain of a definitional
property can be a basic type (for example, integer, Boolean,
string, etc.) or a class. The basic operations for messages are
implemented in terms of primitives provided by the local
information sources. That means each local information
source is converted into an object-oriented view. It mainly
solves conflicts due to syntactical heterogeneity.

In object-oriented databases, objects are classified into
classes, which are organized into a hierarchy. The upper
classes are called superclasses of the lower ones that are
conversely called subclasses of the upper ones. The super
class includes instances of its subclasses and a subclass
inherits attributes and methods of its superclass. Suppose
there are two classes, Rectangle and Right_Rectangle, where
the former is a superclass of the latter. As shown in Fig. 2a,
if both of them are extracted into data warehouses without
considering their inheritance relationship, right rectangles
will be duplicated since right rectangles also indirectly
belong to the class Rectangle.

In order to avoid the duplication of instances of the
subclass, we extract the superclass by first creating its
deputy class that only includes deputy objects of its direct
instances. The deputy class is then merged with the deputy
class of the subclass by the union operation to derive a
deputy class that can be used at data warehouses as if it
would be the superclass. Since the deputy class derived by
the union operation is not materialized, right rectangles will
not be duplicated as shown in Fig. 2b. Let S ¼ fC1; . . . ; Cmg
be the classes selected from an object-oriented database. We
assume that T is a set of the classes that have been
extracted, Di is a deputy class of Ci and D0

i is a deputy class
of Ci with the extent only including deputy objects of direct
instances of Ci. In general, we can give the following
algorithm that can derive deputy classes without unneces-
sary instance duplication from the selected classes accord-
ing to their inheritance relationships:

While (S 6¼ ;) do
{

For each Ci 2 S that has not any subclass in S,

if Ci has subclasses fCi1 ; . . . ; Cing in T ,

then

{

if ( Ci has direct instances) then

1) To create a materialized deputy class D0
i,

2) To create a computed deputy class Di

as the union of Di1 ; . . . ; Din and D0
i

else

To create a computed deputy class Di

as the union of Di1 ; . . . ; Din

}

else

To create a materialized deputy class Di

To delete Ci from S and add Ci into T

}

In order to illustrate the above algorithm, we give an
example as shown in Fig. 3. According to the algorithm, the
class hierarchy of an OODB system is extracted into the data
warehouse in the following way:

1. S ¼ fC1; C2; C3; C4g and T ¼ ;;
2. C2 andC4 are selected since theyhaveno subclass inS;
3. The materialized deputy classes D2 and D4 are

created since C2 and C4 have no subclass in T ;
4. S :¼ S � fC2; C4g and T :¼ T þ fC2; C4g;
5. S ¼ fC1; C3g and T ¼ fC2; C4g;
6. C3 is selected since it has no subclass in S;
7. A materialized deputy class D0

3 is created since C3

has a subclass C4 in T and has a direct instance;
8. A computed deputy class D3 is derived as the union

of D4 and D0
3;

9. S :¼ S � fC3g and T :¼ T þ fC3g;
10. S ¼ fC1g and T ¼ fC2; C3; C4g;
11. C1 is selected since it has no subclass in S;
12. A computed deputy class D1 is created as the union

of D2 and D3 since C1 has subclasses C2; C3 in T and
has no direct instance;

13. S :¼ S � fC1g and T :¼ T þ fC1g;
14. S ¼ ; and T ¼ fC1; C2; C3; C4g;
15. Stop since S ¼ ;.

4 DATA INTEGRATION IN FOODMAW

After the objects of interest are extracted from multiple
heterogeneous information sources by creating their
materialized deputy objects, their integration will be
realized by an object deputy algebra [25], which consists
of six algebraic operations: Select, Project, Extend, Union,
Join, and Grouping.

In order to offer an integrated view, the schemamismatch
of objects must be overcome at first. Since the inheritance by
switchingoperations allows thenamesand typesof attributes
between objects and their deputy objects to be different, the
synonym, homonym, and type mismatch problems can be
solved by defining appropriate switching operations. After
the schema mismatch of objects has been solved, object
integration can be realized by applying the object deputy
algebra, of which the selection operation is mainly used to
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select objects of interest for integration. The samekind of real-
world entities may be defined in multiple sources with
attributes and methods more or less than what need be
included in the integrated view. The project operation can be
used to hide unnecessary ones, and the extend operation to
addnecessary ones (withdefault values). The objectswith the
same attributes and methods from different sources can be
integrated into a single class by the union operation. If
attributes and methods of a real-world entity are distributed
in different sources, the conceptually related components can
be combined by the join operation. In addition, the same
replicatedobjects defined indifferent sources canbegrouped
by the grouping operation.

To illustrate data integration by object deputy model, let
us consider the following application scenario. XYZ is a
global electronic corporate with divisions located in
different parts of the world. Each of the divisions makes
certain kinds of products, like home appliances, medical
systems, lighting, etc. Assume each division has its own
human resource management department, R and D depart-
ment, sales department, etc., and maintains information of
its employees, products, etc., in its local database. The local
database in the headquarters maintains the performance
appraisal results for all its employees within the corpora-
tion. Fig. 4 shows a sample set of local database examples,
described in the tabular format for simplicity.
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4.1 Resolving Conflicts by Object Deputy Model

Referring to Fig. 1, an important step is to integrate
semantically heterogeneous schemas in an integrated view
(viz., a member of the sharedmaterialized view set of Fig. 1).
There may be various conflicts during integration, which
can be resolved through homogenizing, specialization,
generalization, and aggregation.

4.1.1 Homogenizing Objects

When integrating several heterogeneous information
sources, there are problems of having different names for
equivalent entities or attributes, or having the same name
for different entities or attributes. In addition, different
expressions, units, or levels of precision may be used to
denote similar information. These conflicts can be resolved
by defining deputy objects with switching operations which
can rename attributes/methods and change their expres-
sions, units, or levels of precision. For example, as shown in
Fig. 4, an employee’s salary in one database, EmployeeA, is
expressed as payment in another database, EmployeeB.
Suppose that they have different units, Singapore dollars
(S$) for the salary and US dollar (US$) for the payment. If
they need be homogenized into payment with US dollar, as
the unit, we can define the deputy object with the following
switching operations:

Readðd; paymentÞ ) Readðo; salaryÞ � su rate;

Writeðd; payment; vÞ ) Writeðo; salary; v=su rateÞ;

where su rate represents the exchange rate from Singapore
dollars to US dollars.

Conflicts involving “missing attributes” arise when the
numbers of attributes are different in semantically equivalent
entities across several information sources. For instance, the
attribute CPF (Central Provident Fund) is only applicable to
the employees positioned in Singapore, but not in the USA.
There are twoways to resolve this type of conflict: Oneway is
to hide the extra attributes from the entities which havemore

attributes than other entities. This can be realized by deriving
a deputy class using the algebraic operation: Project. The
Project operation is used to derive a deputy class which only
inherits part of attributes and methods of a source class. Its
formal definition is as follows:

Definition 3. Let Cs ¼ hfosg; fTas : a
sg; fms : fTps : p

sggi be a
source class, fTas� : as�g and fms

� : fTps� : ps�gg be subsets of
attributes and methods of Cs which are allowed to be inherited.
A deputy class derived by the Project operation is represented
as Cd ¼ ProjectðCs; fTas� : as�g; fms

� : fTps� : ps�ggÞ.

1. The extent of Cd is the set of deputy objects of instances
of Cs, which is expressed as

fodjod ! osg:

2. The set of attributes of Cd is defined as fTad�
: ad�g,

which are inherited from the attributes fTas� : as�g of
Cs. The switching operations for inheriting Tas� : as� in
the form of Tad�

: ad� are realized in the following way:

readðod; ad�Þ )" fTas� 7!T
ad�
ðreadðos; as�ÞÞ;

writeðod; ad�; vd�Þ ) writeðos; as�; fTad�
7!Tas�

ðvd�ÞÞ:

3. The set of methods of Cd is defined as

fmd
� : fTpd�

: pd�gg;

which are inherited from the methods fms
� : fTps� :

ps�gg of Cs. The switching operation for inheriting
ms

� : fTps� : ps�g in the form of md
� : fTpd�

: pd�g is
realized in the following way:

applyðod;md
�; fpd�gÞ )"

applyðos;ms
�; ffTpd�

7!Tps�
ðpd�ÞgÞ:
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The other way is to add the extra attributes to the entities

which have less attributes than other entities. This can be

realized by deriving a deputy class using the algebraic

operation: Extend. The Extend operation is used to derive a

deputy class of which instances are extended with addi-

tional attributes and methods that cannot be derived from a

source class. Its formal definition is as follows:

Definition 4. Let Cs ¼ hfosg; fTas : a
sg; fms : fTps : p

sggi be

a source class, fTadþ
: adþg and fmd

þ : fTpdþ
: pdþgg be sets

of additional attributes and methods. A deputy class

derived by the Extend operation is represented as

Cd ¼ Extend ðCs; fTadþ
: adþg; fmd

þ : fTpdþ
: pdþggÞ.

1. The extent of Cd is the set of deputy objects of instances
of Cs, which is expressed as

fodjod ! osg:

2. The set of attributes of Cd is defined as the union
of attributes fTad : a

dg inherited from the attributes
fTas : a

sg of Cs and its additional attributes
fTadþ

: adþg, expressed as fTad : a
dg [ fTadþ

: adþg.

a. The switching operations for inheriting Tas : a
s

in the form of Tad : a
d are realized in the

following way:

readðod; adÞ )" fTas 7!T
ad
ðreadðos; asÞÞ;

writeðod; ad; vdÞ ) writeðos; as; fTad 7!Tas
ðvdÞÞ:

b. For each additional attribute Tadþ
: adþ, the follow-

ing two basic methods are realized, which are
operated independently of the source object:

readðod; adþÞ )" od:adþ;

writeðod; adþ; vdþÞ ) od:adþ :¼ vdþ:

3. The set of methods of Cd is defined as the union of
methods fmd : fTpd : p

dgg inherited from the meth-
ods fms : fTps : p

sgg of Cs and its additional
methods fmd

þ : fTpdþ
: pdþgg, expressed as

fmd : fTpd : p
dgg [ fmd

þ : fTpdþ
: pdþgg:

a. The switching operation for inheriting ms : fTps :
psg in the form ofmd : fTpd : p

dg is realized in the
following way:

applyðod;md; fpdgÞ )"
applyðos;ms; fT

pd
7!Tps

fpdgÞ:

b. For each additional method md
þ : fTpdþ

: pdþg, the
following switching operation is realized, which is
applied independently of the source object:

applyðod;md
þ; fpdþgÞ:

4.1.2 Specialization

Each application may have its own integrated views which
select their needed objects from local information sources.
The specialization abstract mechanism can be used to
achieve such an objective. For example, suppose an applica-
tion wants to have an overview of all the employees working
in the R & D department. To bring this information together,
we can define a deputy class, which is a specialization of the
local ones, so that the deputy class only contains deputy
objects of employees in the R & D department.

The Select operation is used to derive a deputy class of
which instances are the deputy objects of the instances of a
source class selected according to a selection predicate. Its
formal definition is as follows:

Definition 5. Let Cs ¼ hfosg; fTas : a
sg; fms : fTps : p

sggi be a
source class. A deputy class derived by the Select operation is
represented as Cd ¼ SelectðCs; spÞ, where sp is a selection
predicate:

1. The extent ofCd is the set of deputy objects of instances of
Cs which satisfy the selection predicate sp, expressed as

fodjod ! os; spðosÞ ¼¼ trueg:

2. The set of attributes of Cd is defined as fTad : a
dg,

which are inherited from the attributes fTas : a
sg of

Cs. The switching operations for inheriting Tas : a
s in

the form of Tad : a
d are realized in the following way:

readðod; adÞ ) " fTas 7!Tad
ðreadðos; asÞÞ;

writeðod; ad; vdÞ ) writeðos; as; fTad 7!Tas
ðvdÞÞ:

3. The set of methods of Cd is defined as

fmd : fTpd : p
dgg;

which are inherited from the methods fms : fTps :
psgg of Cs. The switching operation for inheritingms :
fTps : p

sg in the form of md : fTpd : p
dg is realized in

the following way:

applyðod;md; fpdgÞ )"
applyðos;ms; ffTpd 7!Tps

ðpdÞgÞ:

4.1.3 Generalization

Data with the same attributes and methods may be
distributed in different databases. For instance, based on
the places where products are made, product information is
maintained within the respective private local database.
Suppose the headquarter wants to have a regular check
application over all the company products made by
different divisions, the scattered data items then need to
be included in a single class so as to offer an integrated
view. We can define their deputy objects by a single deputy
class which can be automatically derived by using the
Union operation on the existing data classes. The deputy
class can be treated as the union of the existing data classes.

The Union operation is used to derive a deputy class of
which the extent consists of deputy objects of instances of
more than one source class. Its formal definition is as
follows:
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Definition 6. Let

Cs
1 ¼ hfos1g; fTas

1
: as1g; fms

1 : fTps
1
: ps1ggi; . . . ;

Cs
m ¼ hfosmg; fTasm

: asmg; fms
m : fTpsm

: psmggi

be source classes fTas : a
sg ¼ fTas

1
: as1g \ . . . \ fTasm

: asmg
and

fms : fTps : p
sgg ¼fms

1 : fTps
1
: ps1gg \ . . .\

fms
m : fTpsm : psmgg

be common sets of attributes and methods of Cs
1; . . . ; C

s
m. A

deputy class derived by the Union operation is represented as

Cd ¼ UnionðCs
1; . . . ; C

s
mÞ:

1. The extent of Cd is the union of sets of deputy objects of
instances of Cs

1; . . . ; C
s
m, which is expressed as

fod1jod1 ! os1g [ . . . [ fodmjodm ! osmg:

2. The set of attributes of Cd is defined as fTad : a
dg,

which are inherited from the common attributes fTas :
asg of Cs

1; . . . ; C
s
m. The switching operations for

inheriting Tas : a
s in the form of Tad : a

d are realized
in the following way:

readðod1; adÞ )" fTas 7!Tad
ðreadðos1; asÞÞ;

writeðod1; ad; vdÞ ) writeðos1; as; fTad 7!Tas
ðvdÞÞ;

. . .

readðodm; adÞ )" fTas 7!Tad
ðreadðosm; asÞÞ;

writeðodm; ad; vdÞ ) writeðosm; as; fTad 7!Tas
ðvdÞÞ:

3. The set of methods of Cd is defined as

fmd : fTpd : p
dgg;

which are inherited from the common methods fms :

fTps : p
sgg of Cs

1; . . . ; C
s
m. The switching operations

for inheriting ms : fTps : p
sg in the form of md : fTpd :

pdg are realized in the following way:

applyðod1;md; fpdgÞ )"
applyðos1;ms; ffTpd 7!Tps

ðpdÞgÞ;
. . .

applyðodm;md; fpdgÞ )"
applyðosm;ms; ffTpd 7!Tps

ðpdÞgÞ:

4.1.4 Aggregation

Attributes of a complex entity of real world may be
distributed in different databases. For example, a correlation
analysis between the performance evaluation result regard-
ing one employee and his/her other personal information
will call for the data scattered in two separate classes, i.e.,
employee and empEvaluation. These two conceptually
related components need be combined. A complex deputy
object, namely, a deputy object having several source
component objects, is useful for such a purpose. The

algebraic operation Join provided by a object deputy model

can be used to derive automatically a complex deputy class.
The Join operation is used to derive a deputy class of

which instances are deputy objects for aggregating in-

stances of source classes according to a combination

predicate. Its formal definition is as follows:

Definition 7. Let

Cs
1 ¼ hfos1g; fTas

1
: as1g; fms

1 : fTps
1
: ps1ggi; . . . ;

Cs
n ¼ hfosng; fTasn : a

s
ng; fms

n : fTpsn : p
s
nggi

be source classes. A deputy class derived by the Join operation

is represented as Cd ¼ JoinðCs
1; . . . ; C

s
n; cpÞ, where cp is a

combination predicate:

1. The extent of Cd is the set of deputy objects of
aggregations of instances of Cs

1; . . . ; C
s
n, satisfying the

combination predicate cp, which is expressed as

fodjod ! os1 � . . .� osn; cpðos1 � . . .� osnÞ ¼¼ trueg:

2. The set of attributes of Cd is defined as the union
of attribute sets fTad

1
: ad1g; . . . ; fTadn

: adng, respec-
tively, inherited from Cs

1; . . . ; C
s
n, expressed as

fTad
1
: ad1g [ . . . [ fTadn

: adng. The switching opera-
tions for attributes fTad1

: ad1g; . . . ; fTadn
: adng, respec-

tively, inherited from the attributes fTas
1
: as1g of

Cs
1; . . . ; fTasn : a

s
ng of Cs

n are realized in the follow-
ing way:

readðod; ad1Þ )" fTas
1
7!T

ad
1

ðreadðos1; as1ÞÞ;

writeðod; ad1; vd1Þ ) writeðos1; as1; fTad
1
7!Tas

1
ðvd1ÞÞ;

. . .

readðod; adnÞ )" fTasn
7!T

adn

ðreadðosn; asnÞÞ;

writeðod; adn; vdnÞ ) writeðosn; asn; fTadn
7!Tasn

ðvdnÞÞ:

3. The set of methods of Cd is defined as the union of

method sets fmd
1 : fTpd

1
: pd1gg; . . . ; fmd

n : fTpdn
: pdngg,

respectively, inherited from Cs
1; :::; C

s
n, expressed as

fmd
1 : fTpd

1
: pd1gg [ . . . [ fmd

n : fTpdn
: pdngg:

The switching operations for methods

fmd
1 : fTpd

1
: pd1gg; . . . ; fmd

n : fTpdn
: pdngg;

respectively, inherited from the methods fms
1 : fTps

1
:

ps1gg of Cs
1; . . . ; fms

n : fTpsn : p
s
ngg of Cs

n are realized in

the following way:

applyðod;md
1; fpd1gÞ )"

applyðos1;ms
1; ffTpd

1
7!Tps

1

ðpd1ÞgÞ;

. . .

applyðod;md
n; fpdngÞ )"

applyðosn;ms
n; ffTpdn

7!Tpsn
ðpdnÞgÞ:
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4.2 Handling Duplication via Object Deputy Model

When integrating several databases, there may exist data
duplication. Duplication means that the same entities or
attributesmayappear at differentdatabases. In the integrated
views, the duplications need to be eliminated. The integrated
system is usually used both to access the data and to update
the stored information. When an object is modified in the
integrated view, all of the duplications at the local informa-
tion sources should be updated at the same time. In addition,
any modification on one of the duplications should be
propagated into the others. Therefore, we need a mechanism
to handle duplications in the integrated views.

The attribute duplication may arise when several objects
are combined into a complex deputy object. In this case, all
of the duplicated attributes are inherited as a single
attribute by the complex deputy object. For example, an
employee may be recorded in two different databases. One
record has attributes including name and age in Region A’s
database while the other has attributes including name and
evaluation in the headquarters’ database. When the
two records are integrated, the name attribute will be
duplicated. The attributes of the employee are inherited by
the deputy object in the following way:

d ! r1 � r2;

readðd; nameÞ ) readðr1; nameÞ _ readðr2; nameÞ;
writeðd; name; vÞ ) writeðr1; name; vÞ^

writeðr2; name; vÞ;
readðd; ageÞ ) readðr1; ageÞ;
writeðd; age; vÞ ) writeðr1; age; vÞ;
readðd; evaluationÞ ) readðr2; evaluationÞ;
writeðd; evaluation; vÞ ) writeðr2; evaluation; vÞ:

Here, r1 and r2 represent two records of the employee and
d is adeputyobject used to integrate r1 and r2. Thatmeans any
one of the duplicated attributes can be read but all of them
should be written with the new value at the same time.

The entity duplication may arise when a deputy class is
defined as the union of several classes. For example, when
some products are manufactured by more than one division,
the entity duplication problem will exist across different
local databases. The duplication can be handled by deriving
a deputy class through the algebraic operation Grouping.

The Grouping operation is used to derive a deputy class
of which instances are deputy objects for grouping
instances of a source class according to a grouping
predicate. That is, the duplicated objects are grouped by a
single deputy object. Its formal definition is as follows:

Definition 8. Let Cs ¼ hfosg; fTas : a
sg; fms : fTps : p

sggi be a
source class. A deputy class derived by the Grouping

operation is represented as Cd ¼ Grouping ðCs; gpÞ, where
gp is a grouping predicate:

1. The extent of Cd is the set of deputy objects for
grouping instances of Cs according to the grouping
predicate gp, which is expressed as

fodjod ! fosg; gpðfosgÞ ¼¼ trueg:

2. The set of attributes of Cd is defined as fTad : a
dg

which are inherited from the attributes fTas : a
sg of

Cs. The switching operations for inheriting Tas : a
s in

the form of Tad : a
d are realized in the following way:

readðod; adÞ )" ffTas g7!Tad
ðfreadðos; asÞgÞ;

writeðod; ad; vdÞ ) fwriteðos; as; fTad 7!Tas
ðvdÞÞg:

3. The set of methods of Cd is defined as fmd : fTpd :
pdgg which are inherited from the methods fms : fTps :
psgg of Cs. The switching operation for inheritingms :
fTps : p

sg in the form of md : fTpd : p
dg is realized in

the following way:

applyðod;md; fpdgÞ )
f" applyðos;ms; ffTpd 7!Tps

ðpdÞgÞg:

Suppose o1, o2, and o3 with attributes a1 and a2 are the
duplicated objects which are grouped by the deputy object
d. d inherits attributes a1 and a2 of o1, o2, and o3 in the
following way:

d ! fo1; o2; o3g;
readðd; a1Þ ) readðo1; a1Þ _ readðo2; a1Þ _ readðo3; a1Þ;
writeðd; a1; v1Þ ) writeðo1; a1; v1Þ ^ writeðo2; a1; v1Þ^

writeðo3; a1; v1Þ;
readðd; a2Þ ) readðo1; a2Þ _ readðo2; a2Þ _ readðo3; a2Þ;
writeðd; a2; v2Þ ) writeðo1; a2; v2Þ ^ writeðo2; a2; v2Þ^

writeðo3; a2; v2Þ:

The above way can guarantee that any modification on
the integrated view can be reflected in all of the duplicated
attributes and entities. Because the integrated view can be
used as the bridge among the autonomous information
sources, any update on an object in an information source
can be propagated onto another information source.

For example, if object o1 is modified with a new name,
the deputy object d will be notified with the update because
there exists a pointer from o1 to d. d can read the new name
and then write the new name to o2. Thus, o2 is also updated
with the new name.

In the similar way, to illustrate how to deal with updates
occurring in the local information sources, consider that
attribute a1 of the object o2 is modified with a new value v1.
The deputy object d will be notified with the update.
Because the update is from the object o2, the new value can
be read from o2. Using the writing operation, the new value
can be written into all of the duplicated objects o1, o2, and o3.
Because the attribute a1 of the object o2 has been modified
before the update broadcasting, it does not need to be
updated once again. It can be detected by comparing the
new value with the current attribute value of the object o2.
This method can avoid a lot of unnecessary modification.

5 IMPLEMENTATION OF FOODMAW

In order to demonstrate the feasibilty of FOODMAW, we
have implemented a prototype using Smalltalk which can
integrate data from heterogeneous databases including
Oracle, Sybase, PostgreSQL, and so on. To do this, first, a
class hierarchy is defined to facilitate the implementation of
the object deputy model in Smalltalk. Next, a database
connecting tool is developed for PostgreSQL (an open
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source object-relational database system), which is similar
to the database connecting tools for Oracle and Sybase in
Smalltalk. These tools can help connect various databases
and map data into objects that are defined by classes in
Smalltalk. In order to allow users to derive deputy classes
based on object deputy algebra for data integration, we
further design an object deputy language and implement its
compiler in Smalltalk. Finally, an object deputy browser is
developed for users to utilize various data modelling
functionalities provided by the object deputy model. We
have implemented an application case to show the effec-
tiveness of our approach.

5.1 Class Hierarchy of Object Deputy Model

Smalltalk is an object-oriented programming environment
which can support software reuse through “is-a” hierarchy.
That is, common attributes and methods are defined by the
superclass, which are inherited by all of its subclasses. In the
object deputy model, classes and deputy classes have some
common attributes and methods which will be defined by
the class “Deputy.” Classes and various deputy classes have
some different properties which will be defined by the
classes: “BaseClass,” “SelectionDeputyClass,” “UnionDeputy-
Class,” “JoinDeputyClass,” and “GroupingDeputyClass.” These
classes have some common attributes andmethods inherited
from the class “Deputy” and therefore are defined as its
subclasses. Since they can be predefined, we call them
primitive classes in Smalltalk. Any classes or deputy classes
created by users are defined as subclasses of these primitive
classes. So, they are called nonprimitive classes. In sum-
mary, all classes and deputy classes of the object deputy
model in Smalltalk are organized as shown in Fig. 5.

5.2 Database Connecting Tools

A large amount of data is stored in commercial databases like
Oracle, Sybase, or open-source databases like PostgreSQL
and Mysql. To integrate data from these heterogeneous
databases, our framework needs database connecting tools.
Smalltalk can provide tools to connect Oracle database and
Sybase database, but cannot support connection with open
source databases like PostgreSQL. In order to connect
PostgreSQL, we develop a database connecting tool in
Smalltalk which has the same connecting functionalities as
tools for Oracle and Sybase.

The database connecting tool allows users to choose
tables in PostgreSQL database. When a table is chosen, a
class will be created as a subclass of the primitive class
“BaseClass” in Smalltalk. All tuples of that table are mapped
to instances of that class, constituting the materialized
object views of the relational table. The tool also helps to
maintain the consistency of relational data and objects.
When data in databases is updated, the change will be
propagated onto Smalltalk, where the update will be
propagated onto all of the related deputy objects and
deputy classes.

5.3 Object Deputy Language Compiler

In order to allow users to define various deputy classes for
data integration, we have designed an object deputy
language in the style of Smalltalk language. The language
compiler has been implemented for an automatic genera-
tion of deputy classes from statements defined by the
language.

For instance, a deputy class for specialization can be
defined by the object deputy language as follows:

SelectionDeputyClass define : #A

select : 0 �0 j#ð½0 A:a :¼ fTb 7!Ta
ðB:bÞ 0��

½0 B:b :¼ fTa 7!Tb
ðA:aÞ 0��½ 0A:a :¼: B:b 0��½ 0B:b 0��Þ

from : B

where : spð. . . ; B:b; . . .Þ
extend :0 ½T : attName�� 0

The statement means that A will be created as the
selection deputy class of the source class B with additional
attributes 0½attName�� 0. The selection predicate is
spð. . . ; B:b; . . .Þ. The switching operations for attributes
inherited from the source class B are defined by 0�0j#ð½0A:a :
¼ fTb 7!Ta

ðB:bÞ0��½0B:b :¼ fTa 7!Tb
ðA:aÞ0��½0A:a :¼: B:b0�� ½0B:b0��Þ.

The option � means that all of attributes of B are inherited
by A without changing their types and names. For each
attribute b of B, the options A:a :¼ fTb 7!Ta

ðB:bÞ and B:b :¼
fTa 7!Tb

ðA:aÞ mean that the attribute Tb : b of B is inherited by
A in the form of Ta : a. The option A:a :¼: B:bmeans that the
attribute b of B is inherited by A with the different name a
while the type remains the same; The option B:b means that
the attribute b of B is inherited by A in its original form.

The language compiler can generate a deputy class
from the statement. The deputy class is created as a
subclass of the primitive class SelectionDeputyClass. The
generation method is implemented as a class method of
SelectionDeputyClass.

5.4 Object Deputy Browser

Given an object deputy language, we need a tool to browse
classes as well as deputy classes in Smalltalk, create new
deputy classes from them, and manipulate objects as well as
deputy objects. The tool is called object deputy browser. It is
implemented by the class DeputyBrowser that is defined as
a subclass of the system class Browser. It can provide
four panes for displaying and manipulating classes,
instances, attributes, and texts, respectively. Since methods
can be displayed and manipulated by the system browser of
Smalltalk, the deputy browser does not provide a pane for
methods in order to simplify our implementation.

5.4.1 Pane for Classes

The pane for classes is used to list all of base/deputy
classes. Once a base/deputy class is selected, its definition,
instances, and attributes will be displayed in the text,
instance, and attribute panes, respectively. When the
operating menu button is pressed, a menu of commands
is to be displayed. It allows users to select the following
command items:
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. createClass: create a deputy class,

. deleteClass: delete a deputy class, and

. classDefinition: show definition of a base/deputy
class.

Since database connecting tools are responsible for the
creation and deletion of base classes which are materialized
object views of databases, the object deputy browser does
not allow users to create or delete a base class. When the
command item createClass is selected, a submenu of
commands is to be displayed. It allows users to create
different types of deputy classes as follows:

. selection: create a deputy class for specialization,

. union: create a deputy class for generalization,

. Join: create a deputy class for aggregation, and

. grouping: create a deputy class for grouping.

When one of the above command items is selected, a
template of the statement for the corresponding deputy
class definition is displayed in the text pane, users can edit
the template for defining their needed deputy class. Once
the definition is accepted, the object deputy language
compiler will be invoked to generate the corresponding
deputy class from the definition.

The current selected deputy class can be deleted by
executing the menu command deleteClass. When a deputy
class is deleted, all of its deputy classes may be deleted
automatically. If users want to know the definition of an
existing base/deputy class, he/she can first select the
base/deputy class and then execute the menu command
classDefinition, the command picks up the definition from
the selected base/deputy class and shows it in the pane
for text.

5.4.2 Pane for Instances

The pane for instances is used to list all of instances of the
current selected class. Instances of deputy classes are not
allowed to be directly added/deleted by users. They are
added/deleted indirectly throughdataupdate propagations.

The addition and deletion of instances of base classes are
done by database connecting tools. An instance is added to
the base class by invoking the procedure addðC; oÞ which
may cause an addition of deputy objects of the new
instance. When some data is deleted from the database, its
corresponding object o will be deleted from the base class C
by invoking the procedure deleteðC; oÞ. The deputy objects
of o may be deleted by the procedure deleteðC; oÞ since it
can cause data update propagation.

5.4.3 Pane for Attributes

The pane for attributes is used to list all of the attributes of
the current selected class. When both an attribute and an
instance are selected, the attribute value of the instance will
be displayed in the text pane, where the attribute value can
be edited so that it can be updated.

Displaying the value of an attribute of an instance is
done by invoking the reading method defined for that
attribute. The value is first translated into the text format
and then displayed in the text pane.

Since data is usually not allowed to be updated in data
warehouses, the text pane only allows users to edit the
additional attribute value of deputy objects. The updated
attribute value is first translated from the text format into
the acceptable one and then stored into the attribute of the
current selected instance by invoking the writing method
defined for that attribute.

Updating the attribute value is requested to adjust the
deputy classes of the selected class and the deputy objects of
the selected instance by invoking the subroutines
adjustDeputyClassesðoÞ and adjustDeputyObjectsðoÞ, which
may cause addition and deletion of deputy objects of the
selected instance.

5.4.4 Pane for Texts

The pane for texts is used to display and edit deputy
class definitions and attribute values as described
above. The associated menu provides commands for
editing and accepting the displayed text. The editing
commands are implemented by the system classes of
Smalltak. The accepting command is implemented by
the class DeputyBrowser for creating deputy classes and
updating additional attribute values.

5.5 An Application Case

The FOODMAW implementation system has been success-
fully used to integrate some simple biological information
like cells and microbes, which are distributed in several
heterogeneous databases and an XML document repository.
The information resources consist of several remote
databases managed by Oracle and Sybase, respectively, a
local database managed by PostgreSQL, and an XML
document repository. The databases use tables to store
information about classification and characteristics of cells
and microbes and the XML document repository uses XML
files to contain some simply preprocessed data of microbes.
They are integrated in the Smalltalk environment for
biological feature analysis.

First, the data objects are extracted from the information
sources with FOODMAW’s data extraction routines and
wrappers. For the data in the tables and the XML
documents with certain data schemas defined by DTD
and XML Schema, FOODMAW just deploys the data
extraction routines to fetch the data schema from the data
sources and invoke the routine, createBaseClass, to create a
class for each table or class as the subclass of BaseClass.
Then, the corresponding base classes have instances which
are created by the wrappers using the records received from
those data sources. However, many original XML docu-
ments may have no formal schemas but exhibit similar
structures. A flexible semiautomatic approach is adopted to
process these documents. At first, the samples of the
elements are chosen in each document. The information of
the nested tags in the samples are extracted and then
processed by a data mining tool to find the common
structures of each subset of samples. After the manual
confirmation of the structures, all of the elements in XML
documents are transformed into roughly defined deputy
objects, which consist of a set of attributes with the types
representing the confirmed structures and a set of attributes
with the type indicating a common XML content. For
example, an XML element

<Repository>

<Company> Beijing Medicine Development Company

</Company>
<CompanyNo>20331344</CompanyNo>

<Address>Unknown</Address>

<Condition>under normal temperature, dry environment

</Condition>

</Repository>
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can be extracted into a class Repository whose attributes
including Company, CompanyNo, Address, and Condition if
the corresponding tags are confirmed. However, the
Repository class may also only hold the attributes Company,
CompanyNo, and Condition if the Address tag is not
confirmed. In that case, the Address tag with its content is
stored in an attribute others with a predefined type
XMLTags, waiting for further processing. After data
extraction, the objects would be integrated according to
certain standards. Since the data sources are established by
different colleges and companies, the naming convention
and the structure of the data might be various for different
data sources. FOODMAW utilizes the mechanism given in
Section 4 to resolve the conflicts and build the data
warehouse for data analysis. For example, two deputy
classes, MFIF standing for microtubulins (MF) and middle
fibrins (IF) and MT standing for microfilament albumen, are
derived from data sources and defined in the Smalltalk
environment. The definitions of the two classes are shown
as follows:

MFIF{name: String, diameter: Int, subunit: String, weight:

Int, price: Int},

MT{name:String, diameter: Int, subunit:String,

Molecularweight:Int, price: Int}.

For the convenience of data analysis, a new class called
Cytoskeleton is created to merge all of the instances of the
two classes and the data from MFIF are required to be
divided into two classes Microtubulins and Middle Fibrins
before they are merged. Meanwhile, according to the
standard naming conventions, the weight attribute should
be renamed as Molecularweight in the new classes, and the
prices should be represented in RMB uniformly although
they are represented in original classes using other
currencies (e.g., US dollars).

The diameter of middle fibrins is less than 15. We use the
condition to differentiate between microtubulins and mid-
dle fibrins. Therefore, two new classes IF and MF are
defined according to the range of diameters as follows:

SelectionDeputyClass define: #IF

select: #(‘MFIF.name’, ‘MFIF.diameter’, ‘MFIF.subunit’,

‘IF.Molecularweight:=MFIF.weight’,

‘IF.price:=MFIF.price/rate”)

from: MFIF

where: ‘MFIF.diameter < 15’

SelectionDeputyClass define: #MF

select: #(‘MFIF.name’, ‘MFIF.diameter’, ‘MFIF.subunit’,

‘IF.Molecularweight:=MFIF.weight’,

‘IF.price:=MFIF.price/rate’)

from: MFIF

where: ‘MFIF.diameter � 15’

Thus, the class Cytoskeleton can be defined as the union of

MF, IF, and MT in the following way:

UnionDeputyClass define: #Cytoskeleton

select: #(‘Cytoskeleton.name:={MF.name, IF.name,

MT.name}’

. . .

‘Cytoskeleton.price:={MF.price, IF.price, MT.price/rate}’)

union:#(MF, IF, MT)

Further data analysis can be performed upon the
integrated data. To illustrate, we show here how to analyze
and discover sizes and weights of different molecular.

For example, we can employ the Nearest Neighbor
clustering method to calculate the sizes of different
molecular, where the adopted distance for clustering is no
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more than 2nm. Three clusters of data (i.e., MF, IF, and MT)
are obtained, together with the sum of data within each
cluster. From them, we can find out that the size of MF is
approximately 7nm, the size of IF is approximately 12nm,
and the size of MT is approximately 22nm. According to the
sum of every kind of data, we can also easily visualize the
percentage of different kinds of data.

To obtain the weights of different molecular, we further
apply the decision tree ID3 algorithm to the three obtained
clusters and generalize that if molecular weight is less than
45kDa, these molecular are called small albumen; if
molecular weight is between 45 kDa and 50kDa, these
molecular are called normal albumen and the remainder are
called big albumen. Since the weight of MF is about 43kDa,
MF thus belongs to small albumen. Since the weight of MT
is about 50kDa, MT belongs to normal albumen. Among the
three kinds of data in IF, prekeratin has a small weight,
approximately 40kDa, thus belonging to small albumen;
GFAP has weight 50kDa, thus belonging to normal albu-
men, and the rest has a heavier weight, thus belonging to
big albumen.

Fig. 6 shows the above analysis results: the average
diameters are 7 (MT), 12 (IF), and 22 (MF), respectively. The
average molecular weights of MT and MF are 43 and 50,
respectively, and the molecular weight of IF varies
apparently according to the types of the concrete albumens.

As the above application case illustrates, a deputy object
in FOODMAW usually stores the references to the
attributes of its source object. Such a deputy object can be
regarded as an index to a materialized view over related
data objects. Therefore, the deputy objects built from the
data integration stage are effectively “skimmed” materi-
alized views over the original deputy objects in the data
extraction stage. As most of the attributes’ values of such
“skimmed” views are references to the source object
attributes, their sizes are much smaller in comparison with
conventional data warehouses’ materialized views whose
construction would involve the expensive processes of
copying the values from the data sources to the views.

6 CONCLUSION

An important yet often undermined step toward building a
data warehouse is data preparation, the result of which is
critical for any online analytical processing and decision
support applications. In this paper, we have presented an
object-oriented framework (viz., FOODMAW) that we have
developed as an elegant support of data warehousing (and
mining) through an object deputy approach. In particular,
the traditional object-oriented data model extended with
deputy objects facilitates better data fusion/integration of
the heterogeneous underlying data sources, by enabling
various object views to be easily realized in a flexible
manner. This is significant for the task of data integration
(as part of the data preparation) particularly, since the
object deputy approach is superior in resolving data
inconsistency and reducing data duplication, thereby
increasing the data quality. (In addition, this approach also
facilitates efficient object view maintenance incrementally.)
Our experimental prototype system of FOODMAW, im-
plemented in Smalltalk, is able to effectively integrate data
from different underlying data sources including both
commercial databases and open-source ones.

As part of our ongoing research, we are applying several
data mining algorithms upon the experimental prototype,
along with an empirical study of incremental object view
maintenance based on the deputy approach; the effective-
ness and efficiency resulted from the FOODMAW frame-

work in these aspects are validated and evaluated. Due to
the space and the scope of this special issue, however, our
results from those aspects are not included in this paper,
which will be reported in our subsequent papers. Moreover,
we plan to investigate in our future research such further
issues as scalability and its impact on maintaining and
handling semantic cubes and multifact cube computation
based on the object deputy model, as well as online mining
of association rules across transactions upon the FOOD-
MAW data warehousing environment.
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